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Welcome to Northwest Little League! 

One of our main goals is to provide high quality instruction to 

our youth players in all of our programs from T-ball to Senior 

League. We realize that our youth want to improve and grow as 

individuals and baseball is a perfect tool to teach fundamental 

lessons of life. This manual is simply a tool to ensure that all 

managers & coaches understand what we want them to focus 

on and teach at each divisional level.  
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Purpose 
 

Our priority for our players is that kids come back next year. All of them; they might even bring a 

friend that never played before.  

For this to happen as a league we must balance: 

 Safe 

 Fun 

 Educational 

Safe, Fun, Educational = Competition Model 

Our priority as a league is we are a community-based youth development organization. We need 

adult volunteers that help us in this endeavor. As a manager and coach, always encourage every 

parent/family to give a little bit of their time. Every family should be contributing something to 

making our league better. Even the smallest volunteer contribution is appreciated.  

Our philosophy as a league also includes the Coach:Player relationship. Building rapport with your 

players is critical to any success from winning games to making friends. 

 We build Players 

 We build Teams 

 We build our League 

 We build our Community 

We want everyone in our community to look at our league and feel proud and thankful that it is 

what it is….. 

 A High-Quality Community-based Youth Development Organization   
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How to use this Manual 
 

This manual has three basic parts: 

 

 Part one is our philosophy and goals. If we all understand what we are trying to accomplish 

and why, our league will have a much better chance of being successful in reaching our goals. 

 Part two covers the details to streamline and make your role as manager/coach as easy as 

possible. Whether you are trying to understand what paperwork you are responsible for or 

trying to schedule a field for practice, this section is designed to answer these and other 

questions. 

 Part three is the information for each individual division and specific fundamental skills and 

drills that our league considers essential. As you will see, the skills are based on a progression 

from the first division to the last. A common curriculum that is built upon at each division will 

ensure we are doing our part with the skills. Because of this… 

Each manager/coach, no matter the division, should review the goals and skill sets for the divisions 

below theirs to see what was taught and the divisions above theirs to see what they need to be 

teaching so all players are always ready. 

 We Need to be Responsible at all Levels! 
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Our Goals 

 

Skill/Drill-based Learning 

 

What are we trying to do with our players that sign-up to play baseball in Northwest Little League? Ask ten coaches and 

you will probably get ten somewhat or completely different answers ranging from simply baseball skills to  the only goal 

we have is having fun. I personally know individual coaches along this spectrum. I believe it is important to define our 

mission and goals and outline how they evolve as the players move up through each division of play.  

 

Fundamental Skills 

 

 All players should be taught the skills identified by the league for that and each level they play in 

 All players are encouraged and given the opportunity to get a better understanding of those skills  

 All players develop their skill-set to the best they possibly can  

 

Core Values 

 

Lessons, practices, and games  are designed to instill the core values of Little League which include character, courage 

& loyalty. How do we teach character? We model and teach our players lifeskills like saying thank-you; “Thanks umpire 

for donating your time to cover my game.”  NWLL had teams in the 2018 season that did not at the conclusion of the 

game thank the umpires for working their game. This is the manager and coaches not modeling this behavior for their 

players. Other managers realize that this is one of the lessons we are passing on.  We teach character by striving our 

best to win, accept that we can’t win every game, but always demonstrate good sportmanship. If a team shows a lack 

of character, it is because the manager/coaching staff have a lack of character or decided not to demonstrate these values. 

Courage and loyalty are also taught or not taught the same way! 

 

Remember: 

 Everyone is responsible for their behaviors on and off the field 

 Everyone is striving to improve  

 Mistakes happen. Support your team always. 

 

Fun/Accomplishment 

 

Fun is a loaded word for Little League. Yes we expect our players to have fun playing baseball but fun does not override 

all of our other goals. If the main goal is Fun, Fun, Fun, Fun & Fun then we could just create a fun league and meet up 

once or twice a week to do activities that ensure fun from start to finish. Notice no youth organizations exists that are Fun 

Leagues. We have a broader purpose. FUN is a by-product of learning and playing baseball. Not all moments on a 

baseball field are fun. Losing isn’t fun. Being cold during a practice or game isn’t much fun. Working a drill over and 
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over to get it right isn’t always fun. Making a mistake isn’t fun. If a Manager/Coach is walking through the dugout asking 

the players if they are having fun, they probably are not. Kids having fun is self-evident! 

 

Fun is balanced  with accomplishment at each level of play: 

 

In T-ball, every activity is designed and implemented with fun in mind. Teaching basics through fun activities is a great 

description of T-ball. If its cold we cancel. We show, demonstrate and encourage having fun at all times. 

 

The Minor Division is where we start transistioning to Accomplishment as our tool for creating moments of fun. Players 

that have worked on their skill set and demonstrate those skills on the field are showing accomplishment. Accomplishing 

a difficult task or performing a nice play gives the players a deep sense of hard work pays off. It’s an internal feeling of 

fun that comes from effort. This accomplishment is different than fun for the sake of fun because it is not dependant on 

external facors such as weather, or winning or losing. It belongs to the individual and/or team. 

 

The Major Division is the showcase of accomplishment. Every manager/coach is trying to get their players to feel 

accomplishment through working hard as a team and as an individual. Fun happens when the players are playing at their 

best. Accomplishment happens in rain storms and in games that are lost. Managers build up these accomplishments to 

reinforce what the team is trying to accomplish…Win games. Winning is not the only goal but winning is an important 

goal in the Major Division and in life in general.  

 

The Senior League is all accomplishment. The players are all working their best to win as individuals and as a team 

Everyone knows what they need to do and the games are decided by individual and team skills. Are these players having 

fun? Check out a dugout during a game. For sure they are. 

 

Kids like winning. Life is about winning and losing. If anyone thinks even for a second that winning is not important to 

our players, go to a T-ball game as it gets over. The 4 and 5 year olds are all asking their coaches if they won…. 

  

Focus on Accomplishment and your teams will have fun! 
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Manager/Coach General Information 
 

This section is designed to streamline your duties as a manager or coach. We have tried to make sure all the resources you 

need are easily available. Running a team should not be a burden for our volunteers. 

 

Mandatory Little League Training 
 

Montana District 2 organizes the Manager/Coach Clinic for  two of the three required components.: 

 Safety/Concussion Training 

 Rules Training 

NWLL provides the third requirement 

 Skill Development 

 

Background Check 
 

Little League International requires a national background check on all volunteers that have continued contact with our 

players. This includes Manager, Coaches, Umpires, Concession Workers and Field Maintenance Personnel. We adhere to 

Little League rules and use their background check provider JDP.  

 

When you sign-up to volunteer, your e-mail is submitted to JDP and they sent you a link to complete the background 

check.The information takes fifteen minutes to complete  and the league, within 24 hour,s can access our account and  

make sure our volunteers have passed the check.  

 

If you have parents that want to help you with your team that have not signed up to volunteer,simply text me their full 

name and e-mail and I will submit a request for a background check.   

 

Background Checks must be completed before volunteers are allowed to assist with our league! 
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Automated Systems 
 

We use two integrated league management systems. The first is our website at www.buttelittleleague.com  The second is 

the Dick’s Team Manager  app. Both have overlap on what functions you can perform with them.  

 

The main piece of the website for Managers/Coaches is Team Central. To find this, log-in to your account (this feature is 

not available until you log-in) and Team Central will be on the maim Navigation Menu. 

 

 

 

FromTeam Central  you have access to your rosters, schedules, and standings. This is also where you create your 

practices.  

All practices need to be created in the management system. This ensures your field is reserved for you for the alloted 

time. (See the Fair Field Use Policy)  

 

To create a practice: 

Click on View Calendar 

 

 

Then click on Create Event 

 

 

 

 

http://www.buttelittleleague.com/
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Select Practice and click Continue 

 

 

Select theLocation, Date, Time and Duration. 

  

 

In the Team Central options you  can (and should) post the results of your games at the Major Division. This helps greatly 

when we build our brackets for the Regional Tournament at the end of the regular season. Coaches have priviledges to 

enter team scores and stats. 

 

You can also enter individual player stats and pitch counts. Each parent can upload personalized pictures and complete 

their players profile.  

 

This is your Team Space! 

 

  

The Game Schedules are uploaded for 

you! 

 Contact your Division Manager if you 

need to reschedule a game. 

 

Select the Notify accounts and Save 

All Parents will immediately receive a 

notification that a practice has been 

created and reminders in the Team 

Manager App. 

If there is a conflict the system will let you 

know so you can adjust your information. 
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Dick’s Team Manager App 
This app is available to iphones and Android Devices. All players and parents should be using the app to streamline the 

communication process with Managers/Coaches and each other. 

 

 The Team Manager APP (iphone & Android) is fully integrated with our website. 

 Your website login also is your credentials for the Team Manager App. 

 Users of the Team Manager App will have their team practice and game schedules available on their devices.  

 

As a Manager/Coach, you can use the Team Manager App to check  schedules, have players check-in for games, facilitate 

the parents communicating for things like team treatsThe App keeps everyone informed. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Your Teams are Listed on the main 

screen. 

 Click a team to see the details 

 Your Roster 

 Schedules appear in the Calendar 
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Equipment 

Each Manager will have a bag of baseball equipment checked out to them when the divisions are 

organized. 

Included are: 

 Balls for your Divisional Level 

 An Approved Bat for your Level 

 Catcher’s Gear 

 Batting Helmets 

You can request other equipment from your Division Manager.  

Requests should be for equipment that the Manager deems essential such as: 

 Different Size Catcher’s Gear 

 Left Handed Catcher’s Glove 

 Training Baseballs 

In addition, NWLL has: 

 Pitching Machines (1 Electric, 2 Manual) 

 Extra bases 

 Pitching & Batting Nets 

 Batting T’s 

We also have funds and a supply for players in financial need of: 

 Baseball Gloves 

 Cleats 

 Baseball Pants 

All Players receive a Jersey and baseball cap that is theirs to keep after the season is over. 

Equipment Bags are required to be returned to your division Manager at the end of the Baseball 

Season! 
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Manager Packet/Paperwork 
 

Each Manager will receive a Binder in a Team Bag that contains the paperwork and supplies you will need for the 

season. These are designed to streamline your tasks as manager.  The Binder/Bag will include: 

 Team Roster with contact Information 

 Manager Phone Tree 

 Medical Release Forms 

 Media Model Release Form 

 Game Schedules 

 NWLL Accident Reports 

 AIG Insurance Accident Forms 

 Concussion Forms 

 Current Little League International Rule Book 

 Clipboard 

 Small First Aid Kit  

In addition, Minor division and above Manager Packets will also include: 

 Line-up cards 

 Pitch count clickers 

 Pitch count forms 

 Player evaluation forms 

 Interleague Supplemental Rules 

Each Manager will hand-out and collect the Medical Release Form and Media Model Release Form to each 

player on their team. These are kept by the manager in the packet and need to be brought to all practices and 

games! 
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Division Manager 
 

Each Division in NWLL has a Division Manager Assigned to handle the vast majority of day to day communications 

between the League and the Teams. In many cases the Division Manager will also be a Team Manager or Coach in 

that Division. They are your Go To person with questions, problems, Issues you are having with your role as 

Manager/Coach. 

You will receive the contact information for the Division Manager in your Manager Packet. 

Specific reasons to contact the Division Manager: 

 Problems with a player(s) or parent you cannot resolve. (Any Serious player issues will be directed to the 

Player Agent for NWLL in addition to your Division Manager) 

 Requests for equipment or supplies 

 Scheduling issues/questions 

 Weather related issues 

 Directions to interleague fields (Plan ahead and this is not a problem) 

 For the Major Division…umpire issues 

 Player transfers 

 Player Pool requests 

 Jersey issues 

 

The Division Manager will also communicate information to you from the League President/Player Agent/Board of 

Trustees.  

An example of how the two-way communication works would be… 

You are a Major Division Manager and have a game scheduled in the afternoon against a team in Dillon 

and you believe you will be short of players and want to use the Player Pool. The Division Manager will 

check schedules and contact the other managers in our league to try to locate the needed players(s).  If 

this is successful, the Division Manager will inform the League President, who has the responsibility to 

inform the President of the league your team is playing that afternoon (Dillon), that your team will be 

using the Player Pool per our Interleague Agreement. The information will then be communicated back 

through the chain if necessary. 
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Resources 
 

As a Manager/Coach for NWLL, you are expected to work towards excellence in that role. This manual is just a 

starting point in your quest. 

 Trust me…. 

As you move up in the divisions over the years, your win/loss records are your responsibility. In some games a 

decision you make will be the deciding factor whether your team will win or lose. While managing a major division 

team (regular season and All-stars) during the 2018 season, I lost three games. Three games where I made a 

mistake and took the opportunity to win away from my team. I had zero wins as they were all team victories. We 

can all get better at coaching.  

I need to get better at coaching! 

Online Resources: 

www.littleleague.org 

And the associated Little League University is an excellent resource for each division. 

www.usabaseball.com 

Sign-up for the newsletter. The website is loaded with great videos and information. Awesome Mobile Coaching 

App is available. Free high level certification is available. 

https://spiderselite.com/free-baseball-coaching-resources/ 

Good Free PDF’s to teaching player responsibilities 

Also check out YouTube and other streaming media sites. 

League Resources: 

Complete Kenny Buford Baseball Curriculum (On Flash Drive with rights to print as necessary) 

Pitching Program (ask Division Manager) 

Practice Drill Cards 

  

http://www.littleleague.org/
http://www.usabaseball.com/
https://spiderselite.com/free-baseball-coaching-resources/
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Using the Division Training Guides 
 

Skill Based Drills 

ALL players can learn to play baseball!  

Baseball needs to be broken down into the basic fundamental Skill Sets at each level of play. They are: 

 Throwing Skills 

 Fielding Skills 

 Running Drills 

 Batting Drills 

An accomplished baseball player at whatever division you observe will be “well rounded” in all four areas.  

Within each Skill Set we want to prioritize One Skill that we must develop in every player at every Division Level.  

For example, in the T-Ball Division the One Skill in each Skill Set is: 

 Throwing Skills 

o Proper Mechanics 

 Fielding Skills 

o Catch with Two Hands 

 Running Skills 

o Run through 1st Base 

 Batting Skills 

o Proper Position and Stance 

We are saying as a League that everyone that plays T-ball at NWLL will be taught these skills and have the skills 

reinforced on a regular basis. 

Where this structure helps everyone is when a player starts late or comes into our league when they are older. 

The manager/coach knows what skills must be taught to the player (in an accelerated manner) in order for them 

to be at a functional level. (I.e. A player starts playing baseball at age 8. A coach will pull this player off for quick 

lessons in our fundamental skill sets. They use this manual to reference what is taught at the T-ball level). 

The Simple question becomes “Did you play baseball at NWLL last year?” If yes, “Good To Go”. If no, “I need to 

see what skills you have and what we need to do to get you caught up” 

This applies to all Divisions!  
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T-Ball (4-6 Years Old) 
 

T-ball is the most important Division in NWLL. 

Program Description 

 Players need to begin to learn proper Fundamental Skills  

 Players need to start leaning the Social Skills of Baseball 

 Players need to have more Fun than is humanly possible 

Start of the Season: 

 As soon as you pick your team, send a text to all your players and coaches and organize your first 

team/parent meeting. At this meeting: 

 Pass out Medical Release and Media Model Forms to the parents.  

 Explain your plan for practices (limit all T-ball practices to 1 hour Twice Weekly). 

 Start with the basic basics for the first couple of practices. 

Before the Games Begin: 

 Run at least one practice game to show the kids how to put their skills together for a game. 

 Organize the Treat Schedule with the parents. 

When Regular Season Begins: 

 Field Prep if necessary 

 Create a batting line-up (rotate each game) 

 Create a field Position line-up (rotate only per each game) 

General Procedures: 

 Visitors bat first 

 Each team bats entire line-up each inning 

 Last batter is a home run 

 One base per batter 

 No Catcher without Full Catcher Equipment 

 Three innings (1-hour max) limit to the games 

 Coach from the field 
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Cancellations: 

 Managers need to communicate with each other if one team needs to cancel a game. 

 Don’t play in Bad Weather; Managers Decision. Approval from the Division Manager and/or President is 

not necessary to cancel a game. 

 All Managers need to have the Weather Bug app on their phone. No play is allowed when lightening is 

within 5 miles. After a strike within the five miles, 30 minutes must pass before the practice/game can 

resume or commence.  The app provides the information to make these decisions. 

 All players must leave the field and dugouts during a lightening delay. 

 Cancelled games are rescheduled through the Division Manager 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What would you correct in this picture? 
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T-Ball Throwing Drills 
 

Our Most Important Throwing Skill at the T-Ball Level is having Proper Throwing Mechanics. 

Throwing must be taught correctly as it does not develop naturally and is tough to impossible to fix later. 

Basics: 

 Ball in Mitt at chest 

 Throwing Hand on Ball 

 Turn Sideways with throwing arm back 

 T position 

o Mitt hand straight in front pointed at target 

o Ball in hand straight back palm facing down 

 Eyes lock on target 

 Throw ball with step of front foot 

 Mitt tucks in to chest 

 Throwing Arm straight forward 

 

Drills: 

1. Teach each Component in Order 

2.  Team Lines up and throws correctly at the backstop. 

3. Hit the Target (Put a bucket or other target and have the players throw at the target at further distances.) 

4. Throw the farthest (Game to see who can throw from Second base to Home Plate 

5. Throw to Managers/Coaches (Increase Distances) 

6. Outfield Fence to Home (Team at fence all throw towards home and run and get ball and throw until it 

crosses home) 

All Drills are monitored and the mechanics are fixed over and over until all your players are throwing correctly. 

This is usually your warm-up drill because at the upper levels all teams warm-up throwing back and forth in 

straight lines before every practice and game. 

You want the T-ball players to pause in the T-Cross position until this skill is natural for them. The picture above 

catches one tenth of a second in a flowing motion when done correctly. 

 

Trisha Ericson Left Fielder BHS Softball 
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T-Ball Fielding Drills 
 

Our Most Important Fielding Skill at the T-Ball Level is catching with Two Hands. 

Catching naturally with Two Hands is a mark of a quality accomplished player in the Major Division. 

Basics: 

 Mitt is up at chest level and open 

 Throwing Hand Thumb touched thumb part of mitt or back of mitt 

 Eyes watch the ball into the mitt 

 Close mitt and secure ball with throwing hand against chest 

We start teaching this skill on the Ground 

Gator Drill: 

1. Players get in a side-by side line and the Manager/Coaches roll a ball gently to each of the players 

2. Players square up to the ball 

3. Squat to ground level 

4. Mitt in dirt open end up 

5. Throwing hand forms Gator jaws to secure ball in mitt 

6. Stand up 

7. Vary Distance and Speed when they get the basic skill down. 

8. Run up/Move to side Variations 

Combination: 

Combine this drill with the throwing drill 

 Step 6 is now jump up and land sideways 

 Throw the ball back to the coach using the proper throwing mechanics 
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T-Ball Running Drills 
 

Our most important Running Skill at the T-ball level is Running Through 1st Base 

Players absolutely need to naturally run through 1st base by the time they are in Major Division. 

Basics: 

 Fast Take-off 

 Knees Up 

 Full Speed Through 1st Base 

 Circle to the Right 

 Stop on the Base 

Drill: 

 Line kids up at home plate 

 One at a Time Run to 1st Base 

 Coaches create a finish line 3 feet Behind 1st base 

 Gently encourage them to run at full speed until they cross the finish line. 

 Have the runner then circle out to the right back to 1st base 

 Stop on the base 

This is a drill appropriate early in every practice as a good warm-up. Remind them during the games to continue 

doing this. (The coach can continue being a few feet behind 1st base to encourage this skill) 

Finish line: 

 High Five 

 Grab a treat (penny candy) 

 Tape to run through 

Variations: 

 Two players racing side by side down the 1st base line. 

 Time them with a stopwatch and shout out their time to encourage full effort 

 When you have them hitting, have the players hit a ball and run through the base 

 Hit the Brakes  
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T-Ball Batting Drills 
 

Our most important Batting skill at the T-ball level is for each player to be able assume the correct position and 

stance in the batter’s box. 

All T-ball players need to assume the proper position and stance as a basic skill necessary for effective batting. 

Basics: 

 Batting Helmet always 

 Correctly sized Bat 

 Walk behind Home Plate 

 Enter the Batter’s Box 

 Stand sideways 

 Position feet the correct distance from the plate and each other 

 Hands on Bat 

 Bat Back and Up 45-degree angle 

 Eye on Ball 

Drill: 

 Demonstrate the sequence numerous times. 

 Have a small group run through the sequence three times each  

 Allow the players to hit a ball each time they perform the sequence correctly 

 Create a little box for them to stand in 

Advanced Skills: 

 Front elbow first 

 Head tucked in 

 Swing around level 

 Set bat down while running 
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Minor Division (7-8 Years Old) 
 

Minors is the most important Division in NWLL. 

Program Description 

 Players need to continue to develop their Fundamental Skills 

 Players need to start playing together as a team 

 Players need to recognize and develop skills/accomplishments 

Start of the Season: 

 As soon as you pick your team, send a text to all your players and coaches and organize your first 

team/parent meeting. At this meeting: 

 Pass out and collect Medical Release and Media Model Forms to the parents.  

 Explain your plan and protocol for practices (limit all Minor practices to 1.5 hour Three times Weekly). 

 Start with the basic basics for the first couple of practices. 

Before the Games Begin: 

 Run Drills that teach and reinforce basic skills of Baseball in all four areas plus Pitching & Catching 

 Teach the Basic Skills for each Position in the Field 

When Regular Season Begins: 

 Field Prep if necessary 

 Create a batting line-up (rotate each game)  

 Create a Field Position (rotate only each game) and Pitching line-up (Pitch Counts are used) 

General Procedures: 

 Visitors bat first 

 4 Run Limit per inning 

 Can’t Steal Home 

 One Base Steal Limit per Batter 

  Catcher must have Full Catcher Equipment 

 Four Inning Games - Extra innings ok 
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Cancellations: 

 Managers need to communicate if one team needs to cancel. 

 Don’t play in Bad Weather. Managers Decision. Approval from the Division Manager and/or President is 

not necessary. 

 All Managers need to have the Weather Bug app on their phone. No play is allowed when lightening is 

within 5 miles. After a strike within the five miles, 30 minutes must pass before the practice/game can 

resume or commence.  The app provides the information to make these decisions. 

 All players must leave the field and dugouts during a lightening delay. 

 Cancelled games are rescheduled through the Division Manager. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What would you correct in this picture? 
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Minors Throwing Drills 
 

Our Most Important Throwing Skill at the minor division is throwing from base to base & outfield to infield. 

Our Goal is to build Strength and Accuracy in throwing the baseball on the field by adding proper dynamics to 

the proper mechanics the players already have. 

Basics: 

 ALWAYS throw with the proper mechanics as taught at the T-ball division. Constant correction should not 

be required but always reinforced when noticed. We never “let it go” if a player is throwing incorrectly 

because it can still be easily fixed. 

 Warm-up each game and practice with your players in pairs throwing correctly to get their arms working. 

Drills: 

 Warm-up – Basic to Advanced 

 Increase Distance – High balanced with Far 

 Around the Diamond 

 Field and Throw 

 1st to 3rd and back 

 2nd to Home and back 

 Outfield Fence to 2nd and Home 

 Target Games 

All Drills are fun but work on critical throwing situations that the players need for success at this level and 

above. 

Players should have personal goals for being able to throw between the bases and outfield to infield. 

Players need to take pride in their throwing skills.  

Drills can be competitive to encourage accomplishment. 
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Minors Fielding Drills 
 

Our Most Important Fielding Skill at the Minor Level is properly playing each position. 

Knowing the basics of playing each fielding position is a mark of an accomplished player 

Basics: 

 Each position on the field is different from all other positions 

 Players must be taught each position 

 Players must be taught what to do for the basic plays at that position 

 Repetition is necessary. Therefore, one inning per game at a position is not learning how to play a position  

Position Basics: 

 Demonstrate to the team how to play each position separately 

 Run a drill that allows them to practice those skills at each position 

 Add the variations when the basics are mastered 

 Reinforce the basics during games and practice 

 Players play one position for an entire game 

 Practice for the next game 

Other basic skills for the Minor Division: 

 Thumb-up, Thumb-down 

 Grounders, Line Drives, and Fly Balls 

 Throwing the ball to the right place at the right time 

 Backups & Cuts 

Players can answer/demonstrate for each position and situation: 

 Where do I stand and when? 

 When do I move? 

 How do I move? 

 Where do I move to? 

 Why do I do these things? 
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Minors Running Drills 
 

Our most important Running Skill at the Minor Level is running the bases properly. 

Teams create opportunities to win when all the players run the bases properly and aggressively. 

Basics: 

 Proper Stance 

 Eyes 

 Quick Movement 

 Lead off – Know the Rule! 

 Come Back 

 Circle the Bases 

 Base Coaches 

 Sliding – Know the Rule! 

Drills: 

 Single 

 Single + 1 or More 

 Double 

 Triple 

 Beat the throw 

 High Five Slide 

 Every Opportunity 

When people watch your team play a game they should describe you teams base running as Smart, Aggressive, & 

Quick. 

Details that Really Matter: 

 Leave with Perfect Timing 

 Acceleration to Top Speed 

 Dead Stop 

Advanced: 

 Fly ball Rule 

 Signals from Base Coaches  
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Minors Batting Drills 
 

Our most important Batting skill at the Minor level is proper mechanics of a correct swing. 

All Minor players need to know how to hit the ball correctly and believe they can get a base hit every time up to 

bat. 

Basics: 

 Define & Explore the Little League Strike Zone 

 Proper Stance 

 1st Movement on Swing 

 Different plate positions & commands 

 Transition to Run 

 Hit by pitch 

 Know the Count 

All your players are confident, aggressive batters that look to contact the ball every pitch. 

Drills: 

 45-degree Bat Position (straight Line) 

 Front Elbow Moves 1st 

 Hands to Ball 

 Eye on Ball 

 Head Tucked in 

 Hip Pivot 

 Swing Through 

 Plate position (In, Out, Back, Up) 

Advanced Skills: 

 Swing, Contact, Go 

 Reset each Pitch (One foot in the Box) 

Progression: 

 Side Toss 

 Front Soft Toss 

 Coach Pitch 

 Player Pitch 
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Major Division (9-10 & 11-12 Years Old) 
 

Majors is the most important Division in NWLL. 

Program Description 

 Players need all the Fundamental Skills developed to a level of competence (well-rounded players) 

 Players need to know how to play all facets of Baseball 

 Teams build on accomplishments together 

Start of the Season: 

 As soon as you pick your team, send a text to all your players and coaches and organize your first 

team/parent meeting.  

 Pass out and collect Medical Release and Media Model Forms to the parents.  

 Explain your plan and procedures for practices (limit all major practices to 2 hours 2-3 Times weekly). 

 Complete a player skills assessment to establish a baseline for each player. 

Before the Games Begin: 

 Run Drills and Scenarios in Groups and Stations in all 4 fundamental skill sets 

 Reteach & Reinforce weak skill sets 

 Pitchers, Pitchers, Pitchers 

When Regular Season Begins: 

 Build on Accomplishment 

 Fielding Position Mastery 

 Run the Bases Aggressively 

 Games are Teaching Moments 

General Procedures: 

 Visitors bat first and are in the 1st base dugout 

 Refer to Interleague Rules for Batting and Fielding Requirements 

 3rd Strike Drop Rule is only in 11-12 Majors 

 Must Follow all Little League Rules and Interleague Rules 
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Cancellations: 

 Managers need to communicate with the Division Manager if a game needs to be cancelled or changed 

 Don’t play in Bad Weather. Umpires Decision (input from Managers & League Official). Approval from the 

Division Manager and/or President is not necessary. 

 All Managers need to have the Weather Bug app on their phone. No play is allowed when lightening is 

within 5 miles. After a strike within the five miles, 30 minutes must pass before the practice/game can 

resume or commence.  The app provides the information to make these decisions. 

 All players must leave the field and dugouts during a lightening delay. 

 Cancelled games are rescheduled through the Division Manager 

 Refer to the Rule Book for protocol on shortened games 

 

 

 

 

 

What is wrong with this pitcher’s 

mechanics? 

Mastery is the Difference between the 9-

10 and 11-12 levels in Majors. 

 We strive for the 12-year old’s to be 

solid, well-rounded baseball players in all 

facets of the game. 
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Majors Throwing Drills 
 

Our Most Important Throwing Skill at the major division is throwing to “Make the Play”. 

Our Goal is to build physical &mental skills to a level where all the players in all positions know instinctively 

what throw to make in every situation. 

Basics: 

 Accurate and power-based throws are critical 

 All players can make the throws necessary at each position 

 Teams naturally warm-up with throwing 

 

Drills: 

 Throwing Warm-up – sitting and kneeling 

 Increase Distance – High balanced with Far 

 Around the Diamond (cross base 1st to 3rd & 2nd to Home) 

 Field and Throw 

 Underhand 

 With Runners 

 Target/Distance Games 

 Scenario Drills 

 Infield Warm-up 

 Numbered Balls 

Constant attention to quick decision making with throws. 

Advanced Concepts: 

 Drills should be competitive to encourage accomplishment. 

 Players need to develop Mastery in one position first then add positions one by one 

 Weak Link Drills 
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Majors Fielding Drills 
 

Our Most Important Fielding Skill at the Major Level is Team Work. 

Players earn their position on the field by being an accomplished complete player in that position. 

Basics: 

 Players have a dominant position in the field 

 Players have other positions they also play depending on Catchers and Pitchers. 

 Players are expected to constantly improve their baseball fielding skills in all positions. 

 Players can challenge for fielding positions during practice. 

 Teams are solid when the best player for each position plays in that position. 

Basic Drills: 

 Going to the ground 

 Stopping the ball 

 Avoiding Rule Violations 

 What if? 

 Instinctive decisions 

 Team Plays 

 Bunts 

Advanced Drills: 

 Back-up assignments at every position in every scenario. 

 Cuts from the outfield to the bases. 

 Advanced Scenarios  

Team Dynamics: (All players can answer) 

 Who plays what position and why? 

 Where is each player strong and weak in their Fielding skill set? 

 How do we play together on Defense? 

 How do we win as a Team on Defense? 
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Majors Running Drills 
 

Our most important Running Skill at the Major level is Stealing Bases 

Teams create opportunities to win when all the players run the bases aggressively. 

Basics: 

 Watch the Pitch 

 Quick decision 

 Timing 

 Aggressive Always 

 Listen to your Coach 

Drills: 

 Slide 

 Turn one base into two 

 Lead off  

 Go Back 

 Caught in a Pickle 

Base Coach Drills: 

 Signals 

 Trade-off 1st to 3rd 

Advanced Drills and Concepts: 

 Distractions 

 Penalties 

Aggressive base running wins games. You can’t win unless you get players in scoring positions as soon as possible 

to take advantage of the opportunity to score when it appears. All of your players need to be working on these 

skills.  

What happens when a player gets on 1st that can’t steal bases and run aggressively? They clog your bases and 

nobody can score. 

Create Chaos! 
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Majors Batting Drills 
 

Our most important Batting skill at the Major Division is hitting consistently.  

All Major players get on base on a regular basis. 

Basics: 

 Repetition 

 Know the Pitches 

 Know the Pitcher 

 Know your Counts 

 Know what you want to do 

 

All your players are confident, aggressive batters that look to contact the ball every pitch. 

Drills: 

 Net Toss 

 Cage 

 Bunts 

 Field Targets 

 Fix Basics 

 Full Speed (Pitcher, Catcher, Umpire) 

 Runner on 3rd 

 Precision Targeting 

 

Creating the perfect batting order is a magical skill that helps your team win games. Some options: 

 Standard 1-4 dominant  

 Rotate struggling batters ½ way down 

 Full Rotation Strong and Struggling batter. 

It Matters! 
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All-Stars (8-16 Years Old) 
 

Players in NWLL from the ages of 8 to 16 can qualify to play on a NWLL All-Star Team. Charterng the All-Star teams 

is only dependant on having enough qualified players and staff to manage the team. 

All-Star Teams are selected using the guidelines provided by Little League International.  Teams are created on or 

shortly after June 1 of each year 

All-Star teams practice for three to four weeks and represent NWLL in the District 2 Tournaments held at rotating 

locations each July. The 8-10 All-Star team and the 9-11 All-Star team are the only levels that do not have the 

opportunity to advance beyong the State level. 

All-Stars is a showcase of our most accomplished players and coaches. 

All-Star Divisions are: 

 8-10 Division 

 9-11 Division 

 Little League Major Division (10-12) 

 Intermediate 50/70 Division (12-13) 

 Junior League (13-14) 

 Senior League (15-16) 

Advantages for players in All-Stars: 

 Extended season 

 Quality play against quality teams from around the state 

 Playing with Accomplished Players 

 

Major Coaches should be talking to their players about All-Stars throughout the Regular Season.  

Make All-Stars participation a goal that your Major and above players are striving to achieve. 
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Pitching 
 

Pitching is the Most Important Skill necessary for a team to win games. 

Ideally, a Minors Team should have 7 players that are seriously developing skill on the mound 

Ideally, a Majors Team should have 9 players that have solid skills on the mount. 

We ask more of our Pitchers than any other player on the field except maybe the Catchers. 

Teach: 

 Pitching must be consistent 

 Pitchers must throw with proper mechanics and dynamics 

 Pitchers need to be able to throw accurate pitches 

 Pitchers need to be able to throw two or three different pitches by 11-12 Majors 

 Pitchers must stay healthy 

 Pitchers must be able to pitch their maximum allowed number of pitches when needed 

Your Pitchers need to have all of these attributes on the mount for success as a Team! 

The biggest problem with developing pitchers and building these attributes in our players is a total lack of 

consistency. Every coach and every manager is telling their pitchers different things and teaching different ways to 

pitch. Players moving between divisions and teams each year are not feeling comfortable with their pitching 

because of our mixed messages! We even have this going on within one team. 

We need a proper, standard, and safe method of Pitching in NWLL! All coaches need to teach and reinforce this 

method 

Key Concepts and Ideas: 

 Everyone pitches the same way 

 Proper Mechanics are essential to our Goals 

 Stamina takes time to Develop 

We offer pitching clinics for our Minor and Major Players every season. NWLL pays for a Pitching Coach to come in 

and work with the players and the Managers/Coaches. Our Success as a league in building strong competitive 

teams demands ALL players and Coaches are on the same page. 

Pitching skills will be covered with the Managers/Coaches in person and at various times in the season! 
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Catching Skills 
 

Good Catchers make your Pitchers better and are the Team Leader on the Field.  

Major Teams need 3 to 4 players that can properly play the position of catcher. Most catchers also pitch so extra 

catchers are needed at times in the season.  

Catchers Must: 

 Stop all pitches thrown by the pitcher 

 Recover quickly when a “wild pitch” gets past them 

 Work to make their pitchers job easier on the mound 

 Notice Base Stealing and make fast accurate throws 

 Control the pace of the game (with the pitcher) 

 Call the plays on Defense 

 Own the Plate! 

Basic Skills: 

 Placement in the Box 

 Fielding Position 

 Know when to throw to the bases and when to hold the balls 

 Prevent runners on 3rd from stealing home 

Advanced Skills: 

 Relay/Call Pitches 

 Relay/Call Plays 

 Communicate with Home Plate Umpire 

 

Catching is a tough job that demands conditioning, stamina, and solid baseball knowledge and skills. 

  

Catcher’s Creed 

 I Stop Every Pitch 

 I Own the Plate 

 I Call the Pitches 

 I Call the Plays 

 I Create Outs 
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 Senior Little League (13-16 Years Old) 
 

Senior Division is for players that enjoy playing baseball 

This is a combined division between NWLL & MHLL. 

Program Description 

 Focus on the Team 

 Building Teamwork Skills 

 Reinforcing Basic Skills 

 Reteaching Basic Skills 

Start of the Season: 

 As soon as you pick your team, send a text to all your players and coaches and organize your first 

team/parent meeting.  

 Pass out and collect Medical Release and Media Model Forms 

 Explain your plan and procedures for practices (limit all senior practices to 2 hours 2-3 Times weekly). 

Before the Games Begin: 

 Run Drills and Scenarios in Groups and Stations in all 4 fundamental skill sets 

 Reteach & Reinforce weak skill sets 

 Pitchers, Pitchers, Pitchers 

General Procedures: 

 Visitors bat first and are in the 1st base dugout 

 Refer to Interleague Rules for Batting and Fielding Requirements 

 Must Follow all Little League Rules and Interleague Rules 

 

Cancellations: 

 Managers need to communicate with the Division Manager if a game needs to be cancelled or changed 

 Don’t play in Bad Weather. Umpires Decision (input from Managers & League Official). Approval from the 

Division Manager and/or President is not necessary. 
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 All Managers need to have the Weather Bug app on their phone. No play is allowed when lightening is 

within 5 miles. After a strike within the five miles, 30 minutes must pass before the practice/game can 

resume or commence.  The app provides the information to make these decisions. 

 All players must leave the field and dugouts during a lightening delay. 

 Cancelled games are rescheduled through the Division Manager 

 Refer to the Rule Book for protocol on shortened games 
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50/70 Division (12 -13 Years Old) 
 

50/70 Division is a supplemental program within the Senior Division. Player 13 years old are encouraged to 

participate in this Division. Our purpose is to keep players playing after their Majors Career ended at age 12. 

This is a combined division between NWLL and MHLL. 

Structure: 

 Players must be playing in the Senior division 

 Scrimmage Game Format 

 All players mix between the teams each week 

 Players Coach 

 Players Umpire 

 1 inning Pitch Limit 

 No Practices 

 Games one night per week separate from the Senior games 

Two Coaches monitor the games with the goal being that it is a player run division as much as possible. 
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Appendix 
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Fair Field Use Policy 

Northwest Little League Field Fair Use Policy 

General Statement 

All players and teams in the Northwest Little League have a basic right to use our fields for practices and 

games. 

Rules 

 Only practices scheduled through the Team Central Portal are official practices that have priority for field 
use. 

 If a team is using a unscheduled field and a scheduled team arrives, the unscheduled team must vacate 
the field immediately. 

 Northwest Little League Teams have priority to our fields scheduled or unscheduled and take precedence 
over any other groups using the fields. Fields must be vacated immediately for Northwest practices. 

 Northwest Little League is forbidden by Little League International from providing any support to non-
little league baseball programs (Regulation I (g) page 28 2017 Baseball Rule Book). This includes use of 
equipment owned by Northwest Little league. ASA Baseball/Softball teams can use our fields if no Little 
League is scheduled but are not allowed to use items that belong to Northwest Little League.( I.E. bases, 
bleachers, concession supplies, lavatory supplies, scoreboards, first aid kits, etc.)  

 All equipment must be returned to the storage rooms after each practice unless another is waiting to take 
the field when you finish. Do not assume another team will be showing up to practice after you if they are 
not on the site already. 

Guidelines 

 Do not overschedule a field for practices. Scheduling a practice every night on one field is not fair use. Be 
considerate to the other teams that are trying to schedule practices. 

 Use practice fields when possible especially after games start. 
 Try to schedule on the fields that match your team. – Your home field(s). 
 Missoula Fields – 7-8 Minor Boys 
 Anselmo Field –T-ball Practice 
 Scown Field– 9-12 Major Boys 
 Longfellow Fields  

o Mark Kovnesky – T-Ball 
 Schedule Practices that do not consume the entire evening. If you schedule from5:15 to 7:30, you have 

taken the field for the entire evening.  
 Limit your practice to 1.5 hours.  

  

Adopted 4/8/17    
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Training Opportunities  

 
Umpire Clinics 

NWLL offers umpire training each season. All Managers/Coaches are highly encouraged to attend an Umpire 

clinic. It makes you a better coach as you learn the other side of the game. On a more basic level, umpire clinics 

help you with rules and most importantly…. 

How to Interact with Umpires Appropriately. 

 
Opportunities 

 Montana District 2 Regional Clinic  

 NWLL sponsored training  

 

Conferences 

NWLL offers stipends for Managers/Coaches that want to attend baseball conferences at various locations. 

 Study with the best to become the best. 

Contact your Division Manager if you are interested. 

 

Pitching Clinics 

NWLL offers Pitching Clinics every season for Players/Coaches. These are a perfect opportunity to learn the 

fundamental pitching skills that helps build successful teams.  

 

Catching Clinics 

NWLL offers Catching Clinics for Players/Coaches. These are a perfect opportunity to learn the fundamental 

catching skills that helps build successful teams.  

 

Batting Clinics 

NWLL offers Hitting Clinics for Players/Coaches. These are a perfect opportunity to learn the fundamental hitting 

skills that helps build successful teams.  
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Team Umpires 
 

Having umpires for games is a perennially common problem in Little League Baseball.  

We moved from a volunteer system where adults umpired to a stipend-based system where kids from about 9 to 

18 years old umpire all the games.  Scheduling and monitoring adolescent umpires for all our field positions is not 

ideal to say the least. 

During the 2018 Season, NWLL tried a different approach with umpires at all Minor division games. A 

Manager/Coach from one of the teams playing umpired the game. This was successful: 

 Always having an umpire 

 Better play calling 

 Better interaction on the field 

I would argue it also makes our League look professional. The system of kids umpiring has evolved sometimes into 

an ugly system when an 11-year-old is umpiring a 11-12 game. A 9-year-old is umpiring a 9-10 game and so forth…  

Umpiring is extremely difficult. I know, I do it. 

I predominately use high school age kids to umpire but that pool has dried up for a variety of reasons. We need 

adult help. We can’t be a strong league if we are weak in umpires. 

The Movement in Little League is towards fewer coaches in the dugout. 2019 All-Stars allows 3 adults in the 

dugout only if the team has more than 13 players. So essentially, we have an extra umpire already in our dugout. 

 Minors division already uses coaches and adults to umpire games 

 Majors needs to move back towards the correct model for umpires 

 Each Major Team must have a Home Field Umpire to work behind the plate when your team is playing at 

Home. The league will provide the Field Umpire. 

Coaches, parents, teenage siblings can fill this role. If you can’t find an outside volunteer, the two coaches rotate 

game to game. We will train these umpires.  

Six Home Games. Two coaches. Three Games Each. 

Teams that do not have a home plate umpire for a game will forfeit that game. The field umpires will not cover 

that position. 

NWLL is committed to the highest level of excellence on our fields. 
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Field Prep 
 

Teams are responsible for the fields they play on. By Little League rule, managers walk the field before each game 

and verify it to its standards and safety.  

You should “Know” your home field. 

In addition, we need all teams to take responsibility of our fields, especially at Scown Field. 

 Put out bases if you are the first game of the day 

 Put away bases if you are the last game of the day 

 The mound must to be prepped before/after games 

 Scown Field must be chalked 

 If rain is predicted and you have an upcoming game, we have large tarps that cover the infield.  

The Tarps Work and Save Games 

They need to be put out in time to save the field one to two days in advance and removed before the game. 

All Division Managers, Team Managers, Coaches coordinate and get this done.  

Players need to do as much of this work as possible 

Teach your players how to do these essential things for their own games on their own fields. They will take pride 

in their fields and their league. 

General procedures are: 

County: 

 The county is responsible for water and mowing.  

 They drag and chalk all fields except Scown Field 

NWLL: 

 Electricity 

 Buildings and all equipment  

 Bleachers 

 Concessions 

Report any Issues to your Division Manager 
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Key Concepts of Baseball 
 

From the 4th Annual Montana Baseball Coaches Conference 2019 

Eric Kibler – USA Baseball 

 Teach the Whys and Hows 

o Immediate Feedback 

 Short Talk 

o 1 correction at a Time with 3-10 words 

o Demonstrate 

o Players Teach the Skill Back 

o 4 Second Focus 

 Stay Competitive  

o Pitchers throw strikes 

o Players play catch 

o Hitters make consistent contact 

o Baserunners are smart and aware 

 Teach everyone to pitch 

 Focused warm-up 

 Every drill improves a skill in the game 

 Know your players 

 

E.J. Mapps – Head Baseball Coach  

Hitting 

 Build Fundamentally Sound Mechanics 

o Foundation, Stance, Base 

o Upper Body Connections 

o Vision and Eyes 

o Loading & Striding 

o Swing Mechanics 

o Exaggerate the level swing 

Drills 
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 Dry Swings 

 Tee drills 

 Underhand Toss 

 Overhand 

 Overtraining 

 Live Pitchers vs Hitters 

Mental 

 Player confidence 

 Walks & strikeouts ok  

 No strikeouts looking 

 Hit the ball more and harder than the other team 

 Get around the bases 

 Put the ball in play 

Players have control of: 

 Work Ethic 

 Being on Time 

 Energy 

 Attitude 

 Being Coachable 

 Body Language 

 Being Prepared 

 Selfless: Help your Teammates 

 Passion & Respect for the game 
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Learning Theory 
 

Here are two Learning Theories that apply well to baseball training. 

OODA Loop 

Created by Colonel John Boyd to describe how he was so successful in shooting down enemy fighter planes. It is 

easy to understand but has deep layers that can be explored. 

 Observe 

 Orientate 

 Decide  

 Act 

It easily works for all aspects (Batting, Fielding, etc..) of teaching & playing baseball.  One of the tricks of this 

theory is being useful in cutting the time between each of the components. Then learning how to stack then with 

overlap. 

The one mistake that gives me pain more than any other is an infielder that fields a ball and stands there while all 

the base runners advance because they can’t make a decision. 

 

Levels of Mastery 

This is another simple, useful theory that works in understanding baseball skills and measuring competence. This 

theory like the OODA Loop should be taught to the players to help them monitor their skills and progress.  

 Beginner - Total focus on the task at hand. Players at this level have to concentrate totally on the skill to 

perform the skill. 

 Intermediate – A level of proficiency has been achieved. Player can complete the skill and break their 

focus to other things but the skill falls apart under pressure. 

 Advanced- The skill is natural. This level of proficiency is easy to test and notice. A person completing a 

task at a high skill level can carry on a conversation at the same time with no change in skill proficiency.  

Most player assessment sheets have us rate players 0-5. This system is cleaner and easier. More importantly, we 

then have a baseline on what needs to be taught or drilled. Proper repetition more than matters! 
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Cool Tech Tools 
 

Game Changer 

This powerful app is designed to make tracking baseball games efficient and easy. The app on your phone or 

tablet allows you to dynamically in real time record all the stats from the field. Family members that can’t make 

the game can follow the action as it happens.  

 Every player should know their batting average at least. All stats are recorded and are compiled on all your 

players throughout the season. 

 

 

 
Slowmo 

 

This app records video on your phone and allows you to replay it in real time or scrub the frames one at a time. I 

believe it is an essential tool for monitoring whether your pitchers are pitching with correct mechanics. Showing 

them what they need to correct is more useful than telling them. Also extremely useful when evaluating batters in 

action.  
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Quotes 
 

“Incremental Improvement is Unstoppable …Repeat that. Again. Apply it; Every day. Without excuses. Make 

yesterday jealous.” Sonny Puzikas 

“I ask my players to get better at baseball every day. I expect the same from myself.” Me 

“Prevent Chaos, Create Chaos” Me 

“Coaching T-Ball is like herding a bunch of cats” Ernie Siracki 

“Do you really want to win? Then pay attention to the details without fail!” Mike Letofsky 

“Base running is the special teams of baseball”. Eric Kibler 

 

 


